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Our 
Lines

Premium:: Singular european quality

Inspiration: Daring innovation

Prepared products: Exclusive convenience

Oriental: Economic range of Singular quality
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Varios tamaños a elegir

Ultracongelado en origen

"Traditional delicate treasure 
with distinguished quality. 

   Singular, unique and select."    

Premium

UltracongeladoFresco

DELUXE

Desde 5g. hasta 35g.



Product available in 
Premium and Oriental meat.
 
Available in several sizes,

Dosage on demand.

Fresh

Supremes PearlsAncachups Grenouchups

“Excellent hand-selected snacks. 
Distinguished by its culinary 
versatility with 0% wastage.  

Ideal for elegant and unique creations."  
  

  

Inspiration

Deep-frozen



Crunchy lollipops made by hand
rebozed in three gluten-free textures

(potato, peas and corn)

Deep-frozen

"Crunchy lollipops that 
ensure a unique and differential fingerfood. 
Gluten free flavor and textures explosion ."

Prepared Products

Contains soy

G l u t e n  F ree

2’ FRYER



“Frozen frog legs from Vietnam. 
Aquaculture product and selected in origin. 

Option allows practicality and savings”

 

Available sizes
8/12 - 13/15 - 16/20 - 21/5 - 26/30

Individual format 1,000 g.
Grouped box 10X1,000 g.

Deep-frozen

Oriental

Dosage on demand 15% 
product per kilo+



www.ancasderana.com

info@ancasderana.com

+ 34 980 982 309
+ 34 622 327 114

Singular Shop
Dr. Olivares 43 - Zamora
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